Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Four Autumn

English- Writing,
Reading and SPAG

Maths

Science

Computing

Art and DT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrative – Science-Fiction stories and Charlie and The Chocolate Factory
Poetry –using similes and personification
Information texts linked to Ancient Egypt
Finding synonyms in a thesaurus
Predicting what might happen next when reading texts
Discussing the meaning of new words in context
Recognising fact and opinion
Using and identifying determiners, conjunctions, commas in lists, inverted commas, prepositions, verbs and adverbs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written methods for the 4 operations
Solving word problems
Telling the time using digital, analogue and 24-hour clock
Interpreting pictograms, bar charts and line graphs
Group shapes according to properties
Round any numbers to the nearest 10 and 100
Recognising the place value of each digit in a 4-digit number

•
•
•
•

Grouping and defining solids, liquids and gases
Evaporation and condensation in the water cycle
Recording results from a states of matter investigation appropriately
Planning and carrying out a fair test, including predicting and considering variables

•
•
•
•
•
•

Typing skills
Internet bullying and e-safety
Keeping passwords safe
Retrieving appropriate information from the internet
Using Powerpoint for a range of purposes
Using hyperlinks

•
•
•
•
•

Design and make pop-up books
Evaluating their own and others’ pop-up books
Investigating the work of Matisse
Creating repeating patters using different media
Evaluating their own paintings

Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Four Autumn

PSHE (Personal
Social Health
Education)

MFL (Modern
Foreign
Languages)

RE (Religious
Education)

Humanities
(Geography and
History)

PE (Physical
Education)

Music

• To push oneself to try new things
• To understand and recognise changes in families
• To know that all families are different

•
•
•
•

Book Week story – Oso Pardo (Spanish)
All about me (Spanish)
Family (Spanish)
Christmas in Spain

•
•
•
•

Angels in the Christmas story
The meaning of Angels
Why rituals are important in religion
Understanding what rituals means

•
•
•
•
•

Identifying human and physical characteristics of Southampton and the local area
Understanding how Southampton has changed over time
Exploring life in Ancient Egypt
Placing events on a timeline
Key events during the Ancient Egyptian times

• Using tactical play in netball, hockey and rugby
• Passing, receiving and defending in netball, hockey and rugby
• Movement with possession and tunnelling in outdoor adventure activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding rhythmic notation in African drumming
Understanding 4-bar rhythms
Knowing the names of the African percussion instruments
Learning about rhythm in playing recorder and ukulele
Singing
Plucking and strumming in ukulele
Learning notation on the recorder

